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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an artin algebra. By mod-A we denote the category of all 
finitely generated right A-modules. A pair (I, P) of full subcategories in
mod-A is called Ext-orthogonal if ExtA(P, I )=0 for any modules le l ,  
P e P and integers i > 1. We call an exact sequence 0--* X--* I ~ P-* 0 with 
Ie l  and PeP  a kernel expression of X with respect o the pair (I, P). The 
full subcategory of mod-A consisting of all modules for which there are 
kernel expressions with respect to (I, P) is denoted by Ker(l, P). An 
Ext-orthogonal pair (I, P) with I closed under cokernels of injections is 
said to be left complete if Ker(l, P)=mod-A holds. Throughout his 
paper, we always assume that the subcategories I and P are closed under 
extensions and are also direct summands. 
For any extension closed full subcategory C, we define its Grothendieck 
group G(C) to be the abelian group generated by isomorphism classes IX] 
of modules X in C with defining relations I -X- l -[  YI + I-Z] = 0 corre- 
sponding to short exact sequences 0--* X--* Y--* Z--* 0 in C. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the exactness of the sequence 
O--*G(Ic~P)--,G(1)~G(P)--,G(mod-A)-,O for any left complete Ext- 
orthogonal pair (I, P), where the morphisms in the sequence are the maps 
induced from corresponding inclusion functors by adopting signs. In fact, 
we shall prove that the sequence is splitting. 
In order to construct he inverse of the morphisms in the sequence, we 
shall introduce the notion of defect modules d(X) of modules X with 
respect o the pair (I., P). This is a natural generalization of the dimension 
type of modtiles, in a sense. For example, if we choose ( I ,P )= 
(add~ mod-A), then this is obviously left complete and Ext-orthogonal, 
and the defect module d(X) of a module X with respect o this pair is just 
the direct sum of l'ndecomposable injective modules corresponding to the 
simple modules which appear in a composition series of the factor module 
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X]Soc(X). Thus, the direct sum d(X)@E(X), where E(X) stands for the 
injective envelope of X, corresponds exactly to the dimension type dim(X). 
In the first section, we define the defect modules and examine some 
properties of the correspondence X~-~ d(X). In the second section, by using 
basic properties of defect modules, we give the proof of the exactness of the 
sequence mentioned above and some applications to generalized tilting 
modules. 
Throughout this paper, all rings are artin algebras over a fixed com- 
mutative artin ring and all modules are finitely generated over those 
algebras. Homomorphisms operate from'the opposite side of the scalar. 
The ordinary duality functor is denoted by D. (I, P) stands always for a left 
complete Ext-orthogonal pair for which the full subcategories I and P are 
closed under extensions and taking direct summands. 
1. DEFECT MODULES 
Let O--,X--%IV--s be a kernel expression of X with respect 
to (I, P). Since I and P are closed under extensions and taking direct 
summands, the minimal version of the morphism u again gives a kernel 
expression 0~ X ,0 ~ Io p0, Po ~ 0 and,the original kernel expression is
isomorphic to 
to o) o) 
0 ,X  ' Io•V  ,Po~V ,0, 
where I=Io@ V, P=Po@ V, and V~ImP. We call a kernel expression 
0---,X--% I--e-. v P--o0 minimal if the morphism u is left minimal in the 
sense of Auslander and Reiten I-2]. Since (I, P) is Ext-orthogonai, the 
minimal kernel expression is uniquely determined up to isomorphism for 
each module. Therefore, we may denote the minimal kernel expression of 
a module X with respect o (I, P) by 
9 0 ,X  ,,x I(X) px P(X) ,0. 
For any short exact sequence O--*X.-, Y . -*Z~O, we first have a 
commutative diagram 
O- , X 9 ,Y  ~Z ,0  
O- , I (X )  ~ L , Z , 0 
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Then, since the morphism ExttA(Uz, I (X))  is bijective by our assumption, 
we get the commutative diagram 
0 ) I (X) , L , Z ) 0 
0 , I (X)  ) V ) I (Z)  ) 0 
Now, combining the above diagrams, we have a commutative diagram in 
which the rows and columns are exact: 
0 ) X ) Y , Z )0  
o , i (x )  , v , ~(z )  , o 
o , p (x )  , w , P (Z)  , o 
t 
Since I and P are closed under extensions, Ve I and IVe P and, therefore, 
0--) Y---)V--, IV---)0 is a kernel expression of Y with respect to ( I ,P).  
Hence, there is an object M ~ I c~ P such that V = I(Y) (D 3t, IV = P(Y) (D M 
and the sequence 0--) y_2_, V__~ p IV--)0 is isomorphic to 
o , r (o') (7 ,o_,) 
, I(Y) (D M " P(Y)  (D M ) O. 
We call the summand M the defect module of the extension 0--* X--+ Y~ 
Z--,O and denote it as d(Xc  Y) or d(Y---~ Z). 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume that, hi the commutative diagram 
0 , X " , Y ' ) Z )0  
) I , I (Z )  , 0 0 , I (X)  ~ i 
tile rows are exacg Then, the middle term I is isomorphic to the direct sum 
I (Y ) (Dd(X~ Y). 
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Proof Since we have the isomorphism Ext](u z, I(X)): Ext](l(Z), I(X)) 
Extl(Z, I(X)), by taking the pull-back, we have 
~ l,i,, l 1 
, L  } Z ,0  
f uz 
, I , I (Z )  ,0  0 , f iX )  ~ i 
Here, we have Uz ' t= i .u ,  so there is a" morphism Y .h L such that 
u=f .h  and t= t' .h. Therefore, we get f .h  . s=u.s=g.ux=f .s '  .ux and, 
since f is injective, h.s=s ' .Ux  holds. From this, we know that the 
sequence O~I(X)~L- - *Z~O is the sequence given from 0---, X--, Y--+ 
Z--,0 by taking push-out through the morphism tt x. This implies 
l= l (Y ) (~d(X= Y). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let O~X- -~ Y--t-}Z--*O be exact. For al O' morphism 
i: I(Y) --* I(Z) (resp. ~: I(X) -~ I(Y)) such that Uz" t = i. u r (resp. u r" s = 
g. Ux), there are morphisms a: I(X) ~ d(Xc  Y), b: d (X~ Y)-~ I(Z), and 
g:I(X)--*I(Y) (resp. i : I (Y )~ I (Z) )  in such a n'ay that the following 
diagram is commutative with exact rows: 
0 , X "x[ 
0 , I(X) (~) 
. , y  t ,Z  ,0  
, I (Y)E3d(X= Y) ~ I(Z) ,0  
(i,b) 
Proof. First, we assume that the morphism i is given. By the definition 
of the module d(Xc  Y), we have an exact sequence 
(~.) ...~.) 
o ,/(x) ,1(Y) @ d(X= Y) , l(Z) ,0 
with (~).Ux=(or) 'S, Uz.t=(t ' ,b ' ) ' (or) .  Since ( i - t ' ) -u r=0,  there 
is a morphism c: P( Y)--, I(Z) such that c -pr= i - t ' .  From 
Ext~(P(Y), I(X))=O, we know that there is a lift d= (ea~): e( Y) ~ 
I (Y )O)d(Xc  Y) of the map c through the surjective map (t', b'). Hence we 
have i = t'. (1 s~ r) + d~. p r) + b'. d2" p r. This implies 
(i,b')=(r,b') (l,~,j+d,.p,, 0 ) 
"\  dz 'p r  ldcx=r) " 
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Further, since the map dl 9 p r is nilpotent, we know that 
( l t t r~+dl 'p r  0 ) 
d2 "Pr  1 at.r= r) 
is an automorphism and Ker(i ,b')=Ker(t ' ,b')=l(X).  Now, we put 
a=a' -d2 .pr . s ,  b=b', and .~=( l /~r~+dl 'P r )  - l ' s ' .  Then, it is seen that 
those morphisms atisfy the required properties. 
Second, we suppose that the morphism ~ is giverl. From (g -s ' ) .Ux= O, 
we have a morphism c: P(X) ~ I(Y) such that d-s '  = c. Px. Further, since 
Extta(P(Z),l(Y))=O, we know that there is an extended morphism 
d=(d~,d2) :P (Y)~d(X~Y) - - * I (Y )  of c through (~: ) :P (X)~P(Y)O 
d(X~ Y), where the exact sequence 
0 , P(X) (~:) , P(Y)~)d(X= Y) u'.b'~ P(Z) , 0 
is the sequence induced from the commutat ive diagram 
0 ' X ' ' Y  ' 'Z  '0  
0 , I(X) , l (Y )@d(Xc  Y) ~ I(Z) ,0  (~;) . ' ,b'} 
Therefore, we have .~ = (1 i~ r} + dl" P r)" s'  + d 2 9 a'. This means 
,,a, )(s) 
0 ld(,X'= r) a'  " 
Further, since dl .p  r is nilpotent, the morphism 
( l l~r )+dt 'p r  d2 ) 
0 ld(x~ 1'3 
is an automorphism and we have Cok(~. )=Cok(~)=l (Z) .  We put 
a=a', i=t ' . ( ln r~+d l .p r )  -I, and b=b' - t ' . ( ln r}+d I .pr)  -I "d2. It is 
checked that those morphisms atisfy the properties. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 
uq pq 
0 ' Xv ~ Io ' Po ,0  ( i=  1, 2 , j=  1, 2, 3) 
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be kernel expressions. Assume that, hi the diagram 
0 ) I i  i ~ b ) 112 ) 113 d 0 
u"l "'l l 
0 ) X11 " ) X ,2  b ) X ,3  )0  
1 
0 ) X21 ) X= .,I ) X23 ,0  
0 ) 121 e ) 122 ~ 123 ) 0 
all squares are commutative and all rows are exact. Then, for at O, morphism 
f l :  1,1 --+ 121 with f ,  "u,l = u21 " f l  (resp. f3:1,3 ~ 123 with f3 "Ill3 = 1123 "f3). 
tkere are morphisms f2:1,2 -+ 122 a,,d f3:1,3 --. *~3 (resp. f l :  1,1 --+ 12,) such 
that ? "fl =f2" 6, d.f2 =f3" [), f2 "u,2 = u22 ".I"2, and f3 ",,13 = t,23 "f3 (resp. 
f l  "u,l =u21 "fl). 
Proof. For kernel expressions 
0 , X i  ui i i  pi P i  ) 0 ( i= 1, 2) 
and morphisms g: X, --+ X2, ~: 11 --+ 12 satisfying ~- zq = u 2 9 g, we always 
denote the map induced from g and ~ by ~. 
First we suppose that f l  is given. For any morphism f~ such that 
f'2.u12=u22"f2, we have (~ . . f l - - f '2 .6 ) .U l l=~. f l .u l l - - f ' z .U l2 .a  = 
e .A .u , l - -u2=. f2 .a  = e .A .U l l -U22 .c . f l  = e .A .u l , -e .u21 . f l  = 
? . f l . tq , -6 . f l .u l ,=o  and get a morphism s':P,,--+l=2 such that 
? . f , - f '2 .a=s ' .p l t .  Further, since Ext~(P13, I=)=0,  s '=s .a  for a 
morphism s :Pn+l  =. Therefore, we have ~. f l=f ; .a+s .a .p , l=  
f;.a+s.p,2.a=(f;+s.p12).a. Hence, we may put f2=f '2+s .p l=.  
It is easy to see that f2 .u,2=u22.f2 and k .a=e.Z .  Moreover, for 
t . t arbitrary morphism f3.I,3--+123 such that f3"u13 u23"f3, since 
(d.f=-f '~.[)}.u12=O, ihere is a morphism t':P12-+I23 such that 
We have 
tT . f2 .a=,4 -e - f l=0  and, since PlI is surjective, t ' .a=0.  This means 
that t '=t.[~ for a morphism t:P13"-+I23. Hence, we get d' f2=f '3"[ )+ 
t./~. P,2 = (f~ + t.  P13)"/~. So, we put f3 =f~ + t "Pl3 and see that f3 .uu = 
u23- f3"and f3./~ = a-f2. 
Next, we suppose that f3 is given. For a morphism f~: I n---+ I22 with 
the property f '2 . tq2=u=. f2  , we have C3.a-8.f ).,,12=0 and know 
that there is a morphism s':P12--+I23 and f3 . [7-Z l . f '2=s ' .p~> 
Ext~(Pt2, 12,)=0 implies the existence of a lift s: P,2--+I22 of s' through 
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the surjection d. Thus, we have f3 .~- -~ l . f ' z=3.s .p l2 .  We put 
f2=f ;+s .p . ,2  and see that f2-u,2=u22-f2 and/3 - /~=a-A .  Again, from 
the morphism f'l : Ill ~ Izl with f ] .  ull = u2t "fl ,  we have (f2" 6 - 6 "f'l)" 
u~ =0, and know that there is a morphism t': Pn ~ I22 with the property 
f2 .6 -~. f '~=t ' .p~.  It is easy to see that d. t '=O and t '=c . t  for a 
morphism t :P~-- , l l~.  Then, f~=f '~+t .p~ satisfies the properties 
A -uz~ =u2~-f~ andA.~=O-f~. 
LEMMA 1.4. Assume X~=Z, Y~=Z, and XnY=O.  Then, there is 
an isomorphism d(Z --~ Z /X)Od(Z/X  --~ Z / (X~ Y))_~d(Z ---- Z /Y )O 
d(Z l r - -  Zl(Xr r)). 
Proof. From the commutative diagram 
0 ,X  , Z , Z /X  ,0  
o , x , z /Y  , z / (x r  Y) , o 
by Lemma !.3, we have 
O~ I(X) ]] ~ I (Z)~d( i  --~ Z /X  ) , j I (Z/X) ,~ ~0 
0 -~ I(X) -~ I (Z /Y ) r  ~ Z / (Xr  Y)) ---. I (Z / (XO Y)) ~ 0 
Applying Lemma 1.2 to the morphism 6, we have an exact sequence 
0 - ,  Z(Y) ~ I(Z/X) r d(Z/X -,-, Z l (X@ Y)) ~.h), l (Z l (Xr  r))  --, O. 
Further, since Ext~(d(Z/X--~ Z / (X•  Y)), I(X))=O, we have the 
commutative diagram with exact rows and columns: 
0 0 
1 1 
1(Y) 1(Y) 
1 1 
o -~ z(x) -. l(Z) ~ d(Z-~ Z/X) r d(Z/X-~ Z/(Xr Y)) --, Z(Z/X) r d(Z/X-~ Z/(Xr r)) -, 0 
o ~ x(x) 
I [(ab) 
ICZ/Y)r162 Y)) , I(Z/(X~ Y)) 
1 1 
o o 
~0 
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Similarly, starting from the commutative diagram 
0 )Y  ) Z ) Z /Y  
o , Y , z /Y  , z / (x@ Y) 
)0  
,0  
So, we have the desired isomorphism. 
LEMMA 1.5. Assume X~Z,  YEZ,  and X+ Y=Z.  Then, there is an 
isomorphism d((X c~ Y) c X) e d (Xc  Z) ~- d((X c~ Y) c Y) @ d( Y c Z). 
Proof From the commutative diagram 
0 , (xc~ Y) , x 
F I 
0 ) Y )Z  
x / (x  n Y) , o 
, Z /Y  )0  
by Lemma 1.3, we have 
0 , I (Xn  Y) , I (X )Od( (XA Y)cX)  , I(Z/Y) ,0  
0 , I(Y) , I (Z )Od(YcZ)  , I(Z/Y) ,0  
Applying Lemma 1.2 to the morphism 6, we have an exact sequence 
o ~/ (xn  I"1 / ( r )@d((Xn 1,3= I,') , / (Z /X)  ,0. 
It is easy to see that b.ux,~ r=0 and that there exists a morphism 
b': P(Xc~ Y) ~ d((Xc~ Y) c Y) with b = b'. px~ r. Further, since 
Ext~a(P(Z/Y), d( (Xn  Y )c  Y ) )= 0, we get. a morphism c = (cl,c2): 
P(X)Od((Xc~ Y)cX) -~d( (Xn  Y)c  Y) sueh that b'=(P(Xc~ Y)--* 
we get a similar diagram with the middle term 
l (Z )Od(Z  ~ Z /Y )Od(Z/u  ~ Z/ (XO Y)). 
Therefore, we get the isomorphism 
I(Z) @ d(Z ---- Z/X) @ d(Z/S ~ Z/(X@ Y)) 
~ I (Z)~d(Z  ~ Z/Y)ed(Z/Y - - -~ Z / (XG Y)). 
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P(X)Od((Xn Y )cX) -~ d((Xn Y)c Y)). Therefore, we have 
commutative diagram 
0 0 
1 1 
0 , l(Xc~ Y) , l (X )~d( (Xn  Y)c-X) , I(Z]Y)-I-*O 
.,1 1 K 
0 , I (Y )~d( (Xn  Y )c  Y)----. I (Z )~d(gcZ)~d( (Xr~ Y)~ y) i__. I(Z/Y)------~ 0 
l 1 
I(Z[X) I(Z]X) 
1 1 
0 0 
Similarly, starting from the commutative diagram 
0 , X , Z ' Z /X  
,0  
,0 
we get a similar diagram with the middle term 
I(Z) (~ d(Xc Z) O) d((Xc~ Y) c X). 
Therefore, we have 
I(Z) ~ d( Yc  Z) ~ d((Xn Y) c Y) ~- I(Z) ~ d(Xc Z) (~ d((Xn Y) ~ X) 
and 
d(YcZ)Od((Xc~ Y)= Y)~-d(X~Z)(~d((Xt~ Y)= X). 
195 
the 
LEMMA 1.6. Assume X• Y~Z.  Then, we have d(X= Y)E)d(YcZ)~- 
d(Z -,-, Z/X)@d(Z/X --~ Z/Y). 
Proof We can consider Y and Y]X as submodules of Y]X~Z and 
Yc~Y]X=O, (.Y]X~Z)/Y=Z]X, (Y]X(3Z)/(Y]X)=Z. Therefore, we. 
may apply Lemma 1.4 and get the isomorphism 
d( (Y /XOZ)  ~ Z)~)d(Z- -~ Z /Y )  
~- d(( Y/XO Z) --~ Z/X) @ d(Z/X ~ Z/Y). 
481/150/I-14 
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Similarly, considering Y and Z as submodules of Y/X~)Z, we have 
Yn Z= X. Applying Lemma 1.5, we have the isomorphism 
t 
d(XcZ)~)d(Z~ (Y /XOZ) )~d(Xc  Y )~d(Y~(Y]X~Z) ) .  
Combining the above two isomorphisms, we have 
d(Xc  Y )~d(YcZ)~d( (Y /X@Z)  --~ Z)~d(Y~(Y /X~)Z) )  
~- d(X c Z) 0 d(Z/X ~ Z~ Y) (3 d(Z c ( Y/X@ Z)) 
@ d(( Y/X@ z) --- z/x). 
Here, d(Y= (Y /X~Z) )  ~ d( (Y /X~Z)  --~ Z/X) by definition and 
d((Y/X@Z)~Z)~d(Zc(Y/X~Z)) since the exact sequences 0--* 
Y/X--, Y /X~Z ~ Z ~O and O~ Z-~ Y /XOZ ~ Y/X-*O are splitting. 
Hence, we get 
d (Xc  Y) ~ d( rc  Z) ~- d(Z --~ Z/X) 9 d(Z/X --~ Z/Y). 
PROPOSITION 1.7. For at o, chain of submodules 
O= Xo-~ Xl ~ X2 ~ "'" ~- X.v 2 ~- X._ I ~- X.= X, 
the followblg isonwrphism hoMs: 
n- -2  n - - I  
Y. @ d(x/xi ~ x/x,+,)~_ Z @ d(x,~x,+,). 
i~O i~  t 
Proof We shall prove this by induction on n. In the case n < 3, it is 
obvious from Lemma 1.6. We may suppose n>4.  Considering two 
subchains 
O=Xo:=XI  ~= ... EX ._ :~=X.=X 
and 
0= Xo ~ x2_=__ . . .==x._ ,Ex .=x ,  
by the hypothesis of induction, we have isomorphisms 
n-3  n -3  
@ d(X/X, --~ X/X,+t)~ ~ @ d(X, cX ,+t )~d(X ,_2cX)  
i~O lu l  
and 
n-2  n - - I  
d(X-:,, XlX~)@ y" @ d(X/X,-~ XlX,+,)'~ Z @ d(X,~X,+,). 
/=2  i=2 
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Hence, by adding each side, we have 
n-2 
Z 
i~O 
@ d(x/x,-,-, x/x,+ ,) 
I n--3 1 @ d(X-,-, X/X2)@ 5". @ d(X/Xi--- X/X,+,) 
i=2 
~ @ d(X, cX,+,)@ @ d(X, cX,+,)@d(X._2~X) . 
i=1  i 
Now, considering the subchain 
O=XoEX2E --- ~=X,_2 ==X,= X, 
by hypothesis of induction again, we have 
n i .] 
d(X--- X/X~)@ 5". @ d(X/X,--- X/X,+,) 
i--2 
n--3 
"~ ~ @ d(Xi=Xi+,)@d(X,,-2~X). 
i=2  
Thus, we get the desired isomorphism. 
For any chain of submodules of a module X 
S:O= Xo ==X, == ... ~=X._I ==X = X, 
we call the direct sum 
n- -2  n - - I  
T, @ d(X/X, -- X/X,+,) ~- Z @ d(X,: X,+,) 
i--O i= l 
the defect module of the chain S and denote it by d(X: S). 
PROPOSITION 1.8. For any two composition series of a module X 
S:O=Xo~_X,~ . . .  ~X._ ,~X.= X 
s ' :o=x 'o~x ' ,~  . . .  ~x '  ' . _ ,~X.=X,  
we always have d(X: S)"~ d(X: S'). 
Proof We shall prove this by induction on the length IXI =n of the 
module X. 
If IXI < 1, there i:s nothing to prove. 
If X, = X], d(X: S) ~- d(X.--~ X/X1) @ d(X/X, : S/XI) ~- d(X --~ X/X',) 
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d(X/X',:S'/XI), by using hypothesis of induction. So, we may suppose 
Xt nX' ,  =0. 
Let So be a composition series of the module X/(X, @3X',). Then, by 
hypothesis of induction, we have 
d(X/Xl : ~/X I) ~ d(X/X, -~  X/(X, 9 X'l )) 9 d(X/(X, ~ Xl ): So) 
and 
n d(X/X i : S'/XI) = d(X/X, --~ X/(X, (~ X] )) (~ d(X/(X, 9 Xl ): So). 
Therefore, we have 
d(X: S) ~- d(X --,-, X/X,) @ d(X/X, -,-, X/(X, @ X',)) @ d(X/(Xl @ X',): So) 
and 
d(X: S') ~ d(X ~ X/XI ) (D d(X/X', --~ X/(X, ~ Xl )) 9 d(X/(X, 9 Xl ): So). 
Here, by Lemma 1.4, we have 
,l(X --- XlX,) 9 d(XlX, --- .Yl(X, r X', )) 
~- d(X -,-) X/X',) @ d(X/X', --,-, X/(X, r X',)). 
Hence, we get the isomorphism d(X: S)~-d(X: S'). 
We call the module d(X: S) corresponding to a composition series S of 
X the defect module of X, and denote it simply by d(X). 
PROPOSITION 1.9. The isomorphism d(X) (3d(Z) (~d(Xc Y)~-d(Y) 
holds for w O' exact sequence 0 --* X --* Y --* Z --* O. 
Proof. Let O=Yo~Y,~- - .~Yn~. . .~Y . ,=Y  be a composition 
series of Y, with Y. = X. By definition, we first have 
m-- ,  
d(Y) ~- ~ @ d(Y/Y,-+* Y/Y,+,) 
i=0 
_~ @ d(Y/Y,--~ Y/Y,+, 
1 
f 
m - I 
= i -'--,~ i+ ,  . 
i 
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Next, applying Lemma 1.6 to each chain of submodules 
Yi+ l/Yi~= X/Yi~= Y/Yi (O<i<n-  1), 
we have 
d( Y, +, / Y, ~ X/Y,) 0 d( X/Y, ~ Y/Y,) 
~- d(Y/Y, -~ Y/Y,+ i)+d(Y/Y,+, ~ Y/X). 
Now, by taking the direct sum in each side, we have 
@ d(Yi+,/Y, cX/Y,)  Od(X~ Y)@ ~ @ d(X/Y,c Y/Y,) 
-=  i t I 
~- @ d(Y/Y,--~ Y/Y,+,) 
i 
n - I  
where, by the definition of defect modules, we have isomorphisms 
and 
n- -  I n - -  1 
~. @ d(X/Y,~ Y/Y,)~ ~ @ d(Y/Y,--~ }'IX) 
i=1 t - - I  
n- -2  n- -2  
Z 9 d(Y,+,IY, cXIY,) ~- Z 
i=0  i=0  
@ d(X/Y, -~ X/Y~+ ,) = d(X), 
and therefore, 
n- - I  
d(X)+d(X~ Y)~- 
i=O 
9 d(Y/Y,-++ Y/Y~+,). 
Hence, we get d(Y) ~- d(X) q) d(Xc Y) 9 d(Z), as desired. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. For any exact sequence O--.X--. Y--*Z--+O with 
X ~ I, the followhzg hoM: 
d(X ~ Y) = 0 and I(Z) ~ I( Y)/X. 
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Proof. First, consider the diagram 
0 0 
1 1 
0 'X  ~ Y , Z '0  
I 1 1 
P(r )  ~ P( r )  
l 1 
0 0 
Since the subcategory I is closed under cokernels of monomorphisms, 
1( Y)/X e I. Hence, the sequence 0 -+ Z --+ I( Y)/X--+ P(Y) --+ 0 is a kernel 
expression of Z with respect to (I,P). From this, we get [I(Y)/XI = 
II( Y) I -  IXI > It(Z)l. 
Next, by the definition of defect modules, we have II(Y)I + Id(X~ Y)I = 
IXI + II(Z)l and II( Y)I - IXI = II(Z)l - Id(X~ Y)I. 
Then, combining inequalities, we have I I (Z) l -  Id(Xc Y)I > II(Z)I and 
- Id (Xc  Y)I >0. This implies d(Xc  Y )=0 and I (Y) /X=I(Z).  
2. GROTIIENDIECK GROUPS OF SUBCATEGORIES 
As was stated in the Introduction, for any subcategories C which are 
closed under extensions, we define the Grothendieck group G(C). First, 
F(C) is the free abelian group generated by all isomorphism classes [X] of 
modules X in C. R(C) is the subgroup of F(C) generated by all elements 
of the form IX] - [Y ]  + [Z]  corresponding to the exact sequences 
0 --+ X--+ Y--+ Z --+ 0. Then, the group G(C) is defined to be the factor group 
F(C)/R(C). It is easy to see that, if D is an extension closed subcategory 
of C, the inclusion functor D--+C induces naturally the group 
homomorphism G(D)---, G(C): [X]D ~ [X]c.  
Therefore, for the left Complete Ext-orthogonal pair (I, P), we can define 
the group homomorphisms a :G( Ic~P)~G( I ) ,  b :G( InP)~G(P) ,  
c: G(1) ~ G(mod-A) and d: G(P) -~, G(mod-A). In this section, we prove the 
following 
TttEOREM 2.1. The sequence of abelian groups 
(g) (c.-~) 
0 , G(Ic~P)----+ G(I)(gG(P) G(mod-g) ~0 
15 CA'QCL 
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We divide the proof of the theorem into the following lemmas. We start 
with 
LEMMA 2.2. The sequence 
G( InP)  (~), G(I)OG(P)'~'-d~G(mod-A) ,0  
is e.vact. 
Proof. Put G= Cok(~,), and consider the diagram 
(7,) G(I, P) , G(I)@G(P) , G ,0  
a(mod-A) 
where f is the canonical projection map. It is easily seen that (c,--d).  
(~)=0 and we know that there is a morphism g ahd g. f= (c, -d). Next, 
we define a morphism h: G(mod-A)--* G. For any module A, we have an 
element ([I(X)], [P(X)]) in the group G(I)O G(P). Now, by the definition 
of defect modules, from a short exact sequence O---,X--*Y--*Z--*O, 
we have two exact sequences O--- , I (X)- - . I (Y)Od(X=Y)~I(Z)-*O 
and O--*P(X)~P(Y)@d(XcY)~P(Z)- -*O.  Those sequences mean 
(El(X)], [P (X) ] )+ ([I(Z)], [P(Z)]) = (El(Y)], [e ( r ) ] )+ ([d(X= r)], 
[d(Xc Y)]) in G(1)@G(P). Here, the element ( [d(Xc Y)], [d(Xc Y)]) 
in G(1)OG(P) is the image of [d (XcY) ]  in G(Ic~P) under the 
homomorphism (~,). Therefore, we can define the homomorphism 
h: G(mod-A) + G by h( [X] )=f( ( [ l (X) ] ,  [P(X)])). 
For an element [X] eG(mod-A), we have g.h([X])= g.f(([ l (X)] ,  
[P(X)])) = (c,-d)(([ l (X)] ,  [P(X)])) = [ I (X ) ] - [P (X) ]  = [X] since 
0 --, X ~ I(X) ~ P(X) ---, 0 is exact. 
Similarly, for an element ([I], [P])  e G(1) 9 G(P), we have 
h. g. f((EI ], [P]))=h.(c,  -d) ( ( [ I ] ,  [e ] ) )=h(E I ] -  [P])= f((El], o ) -  
([l(P)], [P(P)])).=f(([l], [P ] ) - ( [ l (P ) ] ,  [ l(P)]))=f(([ I] ,  [P]))since 
I (P )~InP .  
This completes the proof. 
By the above lemma, to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that 
the homomorphism (7,) is injective. In fact, we shall prove that the 
homomorphism (2) is a splittable monomorphism, by using defect modules. 
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LEMMA 2.3. For any short exact sequence 0 --* X--* Y ~ Z --* 0 with 
X, Y, Z ~ I, the isomorphism d(X) O) d(Z) = d(Y) holds. 
Proof By Proposition 1.9, we have d(X)@d(Z)@d(XcY)=d(Y)  
and, by Proposition 1.10, d(Xc  Y)=0. 
LEMMA 2.4. For toO' short exact sequence 0 ~ X--* Y ~ Z ~ 0 with 
X, Y, Z ~ P, the isomorphism ( d( X) @ I( X) ) ~ ( d( Z) G I( Z) ) = ( d( Y) O I( Y) ) 
holds. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.9, we have d(X)~d(Z)~d(Xc  Y)=d(Y).  On 
the other hand, by the definition of d(Xc  Y), we have the exact sequence 
0 ~ I(X)--* 1(Y)O) d (Xc  Y)--* I (Z )~ O. Since I(X) and I(Z) are objects in 
the subcategory I c~ P and Ext~(I(Z), I (X))=0, the sequence is splitting. 
Therefore, we have the isomorphism I( X) O) I( Z) = I(Y) @ d( X c Y). Hence, 
we get the isomorphisms 
(d(X) 9 I(X)) ~ (d(Z) 9 I(Z)) ~ d(Xc  Y) = (d(Y) G I(Y)) 9 d (Xc  Y) 
and 
(d(X) @ I(X)) O) (d(Z) O) l(Z)) = (d( Y) O) I(Y)), 
as desired. 
The above two lemmas mean that the group homomorphisms e: G(i) --* 
G(I c~ P) (e( [I] ) = [d(I)]) and f :  G(P)~ G(I c~ P) ( f ( [P])  = [d(P) @ I(P)]) 
are well-defined. 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem, we prove the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. l a( l~p,=f .b -e .a ,  i.e., the homomorphisn~ (g):G(InP)--* 
G(I)O G(P) is a split monomorphism with the left inverse ( -e ,  f ) .  
Proof For an object tV in InP ,  we have ( f .b -e -a ) ( [ IV ] )= 
f([ IV]) -- e( [ IV] ) = [d(IV) • I( W)] - [d( IV)] = [I( IV)] = [ IV]. 
Wc  have now completcd the proof of the thcorcm. The rcader may be 
intcrcstcd in knowing the right invcrse of the morphism (c, -d). It is not 
hard to see that, for a short exact sequence O--,X-, Y-,Z--+O, the 
equalities [d(X)GI(X)]  + [d (Z)~I (Z) ]  = [d(Y)~I (Y ) ]  in G(1) and 
[d(X)~P(X)]  + [d(Z) O P(Z)] = [d( Y)~ P( Y)] in G(P) hold. Tfierefore, 
we can define the homomorphisms g: G(mod-A ) --+ G(I) and h: G(mod-A ) --+ 
G(P) by g([X])=[d(X)@I(X)]  and h([X] )=[d(X)OP(X)] .  Further, 
by using ~those homomorphisms, it is easy to prove the equalities 
l~(mod..4)=c" g -d 'h ,  lc~l) = g .c -a .e ,  and l~ej =b.  f -h .d .  
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We apply Theorem 2.1 to generalized tilting modules. A module TA is 
called a generalized tilting module if it has the following two properties: 
(GT-I) Ext,(T, T )=0 for any i>  I. 
(GT-2) There is an exact sequence 0 ~ AA --* To ~ T~ ~ ... such that 
Tkeadd(T~) for any k>0 and the sequence - - -~HomA(T I ,  T)--* 
HomA(To, T) --+ HomA(A, T) ~ 0 is exact. 
For the basic properties of generalized tilting modules, we refer to the 
papers I-8-10]. Putting B = End(7~), the module sT is again a generalized 
tilting module with End(sT) = A. 
For a generalized tilting module eTA,  we denote by D(T,4) the 
subcategory of mod-A consisting of all modules XA with the following 
two properties: 
(D-l) Ext,(X, T )=0 for any i> 1. 
(D-2) There is an exact sequence 0 --. X A ~ T O ~ T I .-+ . . .  such that 
Tkeadd(TA) for any k>0 and the sequence . . .~HomA(T I ,  T)--* 
HOmA(To, T) ~ HomA(X, T) ~ 0 is exact. 
As the dual of this, we denote by C(TA)  the.subcategory of mod-A 
consisting of all modules XA with the following properties: 
(C-l) Ext~(T,X)=0 for any i>  1. 
(C-2) There is an exact sequence --- --) T~ --+ To--* X~ ~ 0 such that 
Tkeadd(TA) for any k>0 and the sequence --.--+Hom((T, Ti)--+ 
HomA(T, To) ~ HomA(T, X) --+ 0 is exact. 
For any subcategory C of mod-A, the subcategories I(C) and P(C) are 
defined as 
I(C) = {XA I Ext,(C, .V) = 0 
P(C) = {XA I Ext'(X, C) = 0 
for any Ce C and i> 1 }. 
for any Ce  C and i=> 1 }. 
We have the relations C(TA) = IP(C(TA)), D(TA) = PI(D(TA)), 
P(C(TA) )~=D(Ta) ,  and I (D(TA) )~=C(T4) .  It is proved in I-9] that the 
subcategories D(TA) and P(C(TA)) are resolving subcategories, i.e., they 
satisfy the three conditions 
(a) closed under extensions, 
(b) closed utlder kernels of surjections, and 
(c) contain the projective modules. 
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Similarly, C(TA) and I(D(TA)) are coresolving subcategories. Moreover, 
the functors HomA(T, -): mod-A --* mod-B and ( - |  T): mod-B--* mod-A 
induce the equivalences C(TA)~D(DTB) and I(D(TA))_~P(C(DTB)). 
Similarly, (--| DT): mod-A ~mod-B and HomB(DT,-): mod-B--* 
mod-A induce the equivalences D(TA)~C(DTB) and P(C(TA))-~ 
I(D(DTB)). 
It is proved in [9, 10] that the Ext-orthogonal pairs (C(TA), P(C(TA))) 
and (I(D(DTa)), D(DTB) ) are left and right complete if
(i) pd(aT ) and pd(TA) are finite, of 
(ii) one of the subcategories C(TA) and P(C(TA) ) has only finitely 
many non-isomorphic ndecomposable modules. 
Since C(Ta) n P(C(TA) ) = add(TA) holds generally, applying 
Theorem 2.1 to this case, we have the following 
COROLLARY 2.6. Assume that the generalized tilthtg module BTA satisfies 
one of the conditions (i) and (ii). Then, the abelian groups G(C(TA)) and 
G(P(C(TA ))) are free. 
Proof Denote by n(X) the number of'non-isomorphic indecomposable 
direct summands of a module X. Since add(TA)~add(BB), by 
Theorem 2.1, we have the isomorphism 
G(C(T A)) E) G(P(C(TA))) = Z "~B) 9 7/"~A). 
Therefore, G(C(TA)) and G(P(C(TA))) must be free. 
In the case where oTA satisfies the condition (i), the isomorphism 
G(mod-B)-'2 G(mod-A) holds. It is proved in [3, 5, 83. We can prove this 
from our viewpoint. By Df(TA), we denote the subcategory of mod-A 
consisting of all modules XA possessing an exact sequence 0--* XA ~ To --* 
TI "-* "'" ~ Tn--* 0 with Tk~add(TA) for all k>0.  Dually, by Cf(TA), we 
denote the subcategory consisting of all modules XA possessing an exact 
sequence O-oTn- - . . . .~T I~To- - .XA~O with Tx~add(TA)'for all 
k>0.  In the case (i), P(C(TA))=Df(TA) and I(D(DTB))=Cj(DTB) hold 
[93. By the standard argument, the isomorphisms G(add(TA))~- 
G(DI(TA) ) and G(add(DTB))~-G(Cj(DTB) ) will be proved. Further, 
there is an equivalence DI(TA)=P(C(TA))~-I(D(DTB))= Dj(D~FB), and 
the isomorphism G(Df(TA))~-G(Cf(DTB)) follows. Therefore, we have 
the isomorphism G(mod-B) ~ G(add(TA)  ~- G(Ds(TA) ~- G(Cz(DTB) 
G(add(DT~))~-G(mod-A). In fact, in this case, by Theorem 2.1, all groups 
G(mod-A), G(C(TA)), G(P(C(TA))), and G(add(TA)) are isomorphic. 
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